Taxidia, automatically
better for business

There is a significant need for a revolutionary step in improving cash
processing efficiency. In cash centres at Central Banks, Commercial Banks
and Cash In Transit companies, the outbound cash order processes are
rarely automated. Taxidia, in all its flexible configuration possibilities, can
automatically produce cash orders consisting of loose banknotes and/or
strapped banknotes in both single and multi-currency. This process, which
is almost fully automated, results in FTE savings from 50% up to 80%.

www.taxidiacashsolutions.com

Travelex and GCS,
automatically better together
About Travelex

Automatically better

Travelex is a trusted brand and is a globally experienced banknote
outsourcing provider, supplying Travel Money solutions to over
20,000 outlets. We have in-depth knowledge of bank requirements
and have unprecedented insight into the market place, economic
environment, consumers’ requirements and changing habits when
it comes to cash automation and FX.

Innovative

About GCS
GCS have an in depth knowledge about each and every process
that plays a role in the cash cycle, especially cash centre
processes. This knowledge, combined with unique hard &
software engineering skills and experience in R&D projects,
enables us to deliver high quality innovative solutions like
Taxidia. By utilising our unique project management methodology
& solution approach, GCS has succeeded in bridging the gap
between business and technology.

Great minds, great innovation
Travelex and GCS have partnered together to invest resources,
capital and technology to create a unique, innovative solution with
scalable flexibility that can adapt to the needs of our partners.
The result being a game changer in the industry.

Travelex along with its key partner Global Cash
Solutions (GCS) have invested their resources,
technology and capital to create a unique and
innovative solution that can also be configured to
your specific requirements.

Configurable
With its modular design, Taxidia can adapt to
simple and more complex configurations using
single or multi-currency banknotes, either loose
or strapped.

Precise
Taxidia significantly reduces error rates
operating to Six Sigma standards.

Secure
With manual intervention reduced to a minimum
and stringent quality, integrity and audit checks,
the opportunity for shrinkage is greatly reduced.

Savings
With much reduced manual handling, staff
costs are significantly reduced and can be
expected to be from 50-80%.

Expertise
Travelex, together with GCS has established
the genesis of a new generation of cash centre
automation.

For more information about Taxidia and its many
different applications, please contact:
Jens Seidl at jens.seidl@travelex.com
or Ronald Hooijmans at rhs@globalcashsolutions.com
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